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A Study of Forensic Geomorphology and its 

Use in Forensic Science 
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  ABSTRACT 
Geomorphology is an important field in geo-forensics, particularly in searching for surface 

or buried objects and collecting evidence at crime scenes. While other geoscience 

disciplines have been extensively studied in forensic investigations, geomorphology has not 

received as much attention. This is surprising considering the crucial role that the location 

and evolution of a crime scene play in legal inquiries. This article aims to address this 

imbalance by highlighting the historical and on-going relevance of geomorphology in 

forensics, including sociology, archaeology, criminalistics, and geo-forensics. The use of 

aerial photography to interpret landscapes and save time in locating a hidden grave is 

presented as an example. Additionally, the application of geomorphology in 

military/humanitarian geography and environmental/engineering forensics, which are also 

frequently evaluated in courts, is briefly discussed. 

Keywords: Forensic science, Geo-forensics Soils, Landforms Crime, Burials. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term "forensic" in this article refers to legal matters and includes criminal investigations 

such as murder, kidnapping, theft, rape, smuggling, and extortion, as well as scientific 

investigations that may be presented in court. While many fields of study have been associated 

with forensic science, geomorphology has been largely overlooked. However, it is surprising 

because various sub-disciplines of geoscience, including forensic archaeology, pedology, 

geology, geophysics, and geoscience, have found applications in criminal and legal 

investigations. This article aims to address this gap by considering the application of 

geomorphology in the investigation of serious criminal activities. 

Forensic geo-morphologists specialise in analysing the location of crime scenes, focusing on 

surface and buried objects. They contribute to understanding the crime environment through 

sampling and imaging rural crime scenes and controlling locations as evidence. Forensic geo-

morphologists collaborate with law enforcement, lawyers, and local governments, and may 

provide testimony in court proceedings related to criminal and civil legal matters. While most 
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forensic technicians work for local governments, forensic geo-morphologists typically work 

with organisations or specific laboratories. Geo-morphologists employ various techniques in 

their work, including fieldwork, data collection, interpretation of remotely sensed data, 

geochemical analysis, and numerical modelling of landscape physics. Geochronology, which 

involves dating methods to measure surface changes, is also utilised. Terrain measurement 

techniques are crucial for describing the Earth's surface quantitatively and can involve 

differential GPS, remotely sensed digital terrain models, laser scanning, as well as generating 

illustrations and maps. Geo-morphology also has practical applications beyond forensics, 

including hazard assessment (such as predicting and mitigating landslides), river control and 

restoration, and coastal protection. Planetary geomorphology examines landforms on other 

planets, providing insights into their geologic and atmospheric history. Earth analogues are 

often used to aid in the study of other planetary surfaces. While the article briefly mentions 

environmental, military, humanitarian, and engineering inquiries, these topics are not 

extensively covered. Additionally, the association between the psychology of 

perpetrators/victims and landscape morphology, which is an important area of criminal 

profiling, is also not explored in detail here. However, it is acknowledged that the shape of the 

land influences human activity, and this principle can be applied to geo-forensics. 

(A) Objective:  

● To Raise awareness about forensic geomorphology.  

● To understand why forensic geomorphology is used in forensic science.  

● To understand how forensic geomorphology helps in collecting forensic evidence from 

the crime scene.  

(B) Review Of Literature:  

Forensic in the environment of this composition is taken to be pertaining to the law, and 

therefore generally includes the felonious examinations that are central to this review(e.g., 

homicide( murder in some countries), kidnap, theft, rape, smuggling, and highway robbery), 

but also scientific examinations that may be anticipated as coming before a court of law. The 

word has been placed in front of nearly every area of study one can imagine, from the well- 

established forensic chemistry or biology to geology and pedology, but infrequently forensic 

topography( Ruffell and McKinley 2014). Gadarene examination of the World Wide Web, 

recent scientific meetings worldwide or journals similar as Forensic Science International or the 

Journal of Forensic Science demonstrate the recent( arbitrarily, from 1999 to 2004) and growing 

interest in forensic geo-science( Geological Society of London 2004). Colombian forensic 
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investigators needed backing locating covert burials of missing persons related to mortal right 

atrocities from 14 years ago. Geo-scientific hunt styles were trialled, including a prophetic 

spatial statistical model, using colourful input and database information, to select the most likely 

grave locales in delicate mountainous terrain. root using forensic topography, near- face 

geophysics( ERT) and posterior probing linked questionable burial positions. One point was in 

mountainous terrain and the other in former academy grounds, both delicate to pierce and in 

poor rainfall conditions( Molina et al. 2020). South Africa endured since 2008 high escalations 

in rhinoceros coddling. It's essential to cover southern Africa’s heritage by developing 

conforming new exploration styles and ways that can help prosecutors to ameliorate their 

successes in achieving persuasions. The paper aimed to probe the use of forensic topography in 

the environment of a poached rhino to help in the execution of suspected birders in the absence 

of any DNA liaison. Two experimental study spots mimicked the aspects of the geography in 

which rhinoceros typically do( Bruin, de Bruin, and Schmitz 2021). Geo-morphology 

establishes a complete picture of the Earth’s landscape characteristics of a given home from the 

moment of its conformation until the present time, and predicts from this the future elaboration 

of space- time. In the forensic perspective, topography, and specifically geomorphological 

surveying, frequently represents an introductory cognitive approach to the architecture of issues 

related to the commerce between anthropogenic structures and grounds, both incorrect and/ or 

illegal conditioning enforced against the terrain (Di Maggio and Barone 2017). The fleetly 

expanding field of forensic geoscience derives its roots from nineteenth- and early twentieth- 

century scientists who both influence and are told by literature and fictional jotting. Forensic 

geoscience borrows much, but not all, of its precepts from geological and geo-morphological 

logical ways. Abecedarian differences live between forensic geoscience and its family 

disciplines, abecedarian enough to make the unwary geoscientist succumb to philosophical and 

practical risks which won't only jeopardise the figure of their report, but may well indeed give 

false-negative or false-positive results leading to contrary or inaccurate conclusions( Aitken and 

Stoney 1991). Work will begin in 2014 on a multi-year programme to publish a stormy ‘ special 

distance ’ chart of the Taupo Volcanic Zone( TVZ) including all TVZ calderas; accompanied 

by a comprehensive bulletin detailing the eruptive history. This will make heavily on indigenous 

mapping for QMAP Rotorua( 2010), and the new stormy geology chart of Tongariro National 

Park( TNP due 2015). The special distance will integrate results from several PhD theses, 

hundreds of weeks of field mapping, thousands of upstanding photos, geochemical analyses on 

multitudinous samples, and> 150 new Ar- Ar periods( Smith et al. 2014). Geo-science styles 

are decreasingly being utilised in felonious, environmental and philanthropic forensic 
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examinations, and the use of similar styles is supported by a growing body of experimental and 

theoretical exploration. Geo-science hunt ways can round traditional methodologies in the hunt 

for buried objects, including covert graves, munitions, snares, medicines, illegal munitions, 

dangerous waste and vehicles( Ritz, Dawson, and Miller 2008). We characterise and assess the 

detachment( scar) shells of rock falls to understand the mechanisms that bolster their failure. 

Rock scars are similarly survived and composed of both discontinuity release shells and shells 

reflective of fracturing through zones of preliminarily complete gemstone, known as gemstone 

islands( Wilder et al. 2017). The Tamins landslide has been overlooked in history in favour of 

the neighbouring Flims Rockslide Still, since the Tamins landslide is assumed to have told the 

Flims event, it's necessary to probe Tamins in further detail to understand not only its own 

gesture but also its part in the elaboration of the Border Rhine Valley. This paper, one of the 

many concentrated on the Tamins event, presents primary results of a new disquisition of this 

landslide. Within this study, geo-morphological, lithological, structural and photogrammetric 

analyses were conducted using remote seeing and field data. The main focus of this study was 

the disquisition of geomorphological and monumental controls and preconditions on Tamins, 

emphasising the source zone of the mass movement. The reduction area’s parabolic sampling 

and the structures bounding this event highlight these controls. A verification of former 

examinations was also part of this study( Krietsch and Wolter 2018). Shield tinderboxes similar 

as Hawaii, The Canary islets, and the Galapagos are known to erode fleetly after they come 

defunct. This corrosion can lead to massive landslides both on land and in the water. the utmost 

tinderboxes in the world are known to have had some kind of collapse, which is sometimes 

associated with landslides. Volcan Ecuador is a powder keg that's located on the northwestern 

tip of Isabela Island has endured a collapse eventually in the last 100000 yBP that caused the 

powder keg to lose its westernmost half( Fowler 1983). Using a series of small case studies, this 

paper assesses some of these impacts of war on the geodiversity of the Lao PDR, and upon 

some other environmental values and ecosystem services that are dependent upon physical 

terrenes that host or grease them( Kiernan 2015). Colombian forensic investigators needed 

backing locating covert burials of missing persons related to human right atrocities. 

Geoscientific hunt styles were trialled, including a prophetic spatial statistical model, using 

colourful input and database information, to select the most likely grave locales in delicate 

mountainous terrain. root using forensic topography, near- face geophysics( ERT) and posterior 

probing linked questionable burial positions. One point was in mountainous terrain and the other 

in former academy grounds, both delicate to pierce and in poor rainfall conditions. In the 

mountainous area, a negative resistivity anomaly area was linked and intrusively delved , set up 
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to be a buried gemstone. In academy grounds, after MESP and intelligence was used to identify 

a burial point, face depressions were linked, and ERT datasets collected over the loftiest 

precedence depression; protrusive examinations discovered a hand- dug hole containing beast 

bones. This approach is suggested for Latin American quests( Sellmann and Cold Regions 

Research and Engineering Laboratory(U.S.) 1992). Over the last decades, a movement has 

begun to reclassify deposits preliminarily misapplied as having origins other than landsliding. 

The rear problem of inaptly assigning deposits a mass movement origin, still, has been 

addressed less in the landslide community. The Cima Salti Landslide in the Lake Garda region 

of Northern Italy is a exemplary tale of assuming source areas and volumes( Spreafico etal. 

2018). We give a review of recent styles for the attestation of hydrological, geomorphological 

and social response to flash cataracts by means of post-flood checks – an approach nominated" 

flash flood tide forensic analysis". Effective attestation of flash cataracts requires post-flood 

check strategies encompassing( i) accurate radar estimation of downfall,( ii) field and remote- 

seeing compliances of the geomorphic processes,( iii) circular reconstruction of peak discharges 

by means of ferocious post-event checks,( iv) verification of the estimates by means of 

hydrological models, and( iv) viewer interviews concerning existent and collaborative 

perception and response to flood tide threat( Borga etal. 2019). Gathering your own data and 

coming to your own conclusion through scientific exploration and discovery is the most 

important principle to flash back when being an expert substantiation in topography. You can 

only be questioned in deposit and trial in your area of moxie. You're good as an expert by 

education, knowledge, and experience. You'll have absolutely nothing to sweat from cross-

examination if you're set and confident about your work. Being an expert substantiation requires 

good communication chops( Keller 2015). An extraordinary convective downfall event- 

unlooked-for by utmost numerical rainfall vaticination models- led to a ruinous flash flood tide 

in the city of Sant Llorenç des Cardassar, eastern Mallorca, on 9th October 2018. Four people 

failed inside the ville, while the total death risk was 13 and profitable damages amounted to 91 

M€. The observed swamped extension inside the city by the Copernicus Emergency 

Management Service- grounded on Sentinel- 1 imagery-far exceeded the extension for a 500- 

time return period flood tide( Amengual etal.,n.d.). position is administratively in the Tanjung 

Balik Area, Pangkalan Koto Baru Sub District, Lima Puluh Kota District, West of Sumatra 

Province. The geographical position of the exploration area is located between 0 ˚08 ’ 40'N- 0 

˚11' 20 ’’ N and 100 ˚45 ’ 20 ’’ E- 100 ˚47' 00 ’’E. Elevations of the exploration area are 

grounded on a topographical, the smallest and the loftiest elevation are 80 metres and 345m 

independently above ocean position. This exploration aims to figure out the topography, 
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drainage pattern, and structural geology( Cahyaningsih etal. 2019). The ideal of this paper is to 

draw attention to the use of air photos, diggability checks and the RAG( Red – Amber – Green) 

prioritisation system during police ground quests for burials. The accession, analysis and 

interpretation of upstanding imagery by a geologist may give a useful surveillance fashion to 

help delineate and prioritise hunt areas( Donnelly and Harrison 2013). This book is a first 

attempt to cover the subject in a detailed and logical manner. Off- reinforcement features similar 

as the international shelf and off- reinforcement islets are originally dealt with. Shore features 

have entered utmost attention, they're classified and described by position. connections between 

these features and geology, corrosion and deposit are established in time and space. A final 

chapter deals with evolutionary aspects and the influence of the littoral terrain on mortal 

conditioning( Ahmad 1972). 

(C) Methodology: 

The study is grounded on primary and secondary data collection. The secondary is using the 

data information formerly collected by someone and using it for the problem. Examples of Data 

Collection are journals, magazines, websites, blogs, case law, published books, reports 

published by private, and government agencies, journals, and papers working discussion papers. 

For this study secondary data collection is done from journals and literature reviews and primary 

data collection is collected from 200 sample replies through the accessible slice system. The 

exploration instrument used to collect primary data is well- a structured questionnaire. The 

autonomous variables used then are age, gender, educational qualifications, income, and 

connubial Status. The dependent variables are mindfulness of forensic topography, the utility 

of forensic topography in forensic wisdom, and the utility of a forensic topography report as 

forensic substantiation. 

II. ANALYSIS 

Figure 1 
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LEGEND: This figure represents the age of the respondents for the research survey done for 

the purpose of this paper.  

Figure 2  

 

 

LEGEND: This figure represents the educational qualifications of the respondents in the survey.  

FIGURE 3:  

 

 

LEGEND: This figure represents the salary of the respondents done in the research survey. 
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FIGURE 4 

 

LEGEND: This figure represents the gender of the respondents in the research survey.  

FIGURE 5  

 

LEGEND: This figure represents the marital status of the respondents in the research survey.  

FIGURE 6 
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LEGEND: This figure represents the income and age perspective of the respondents with the 

question of forensic geomorphology is useful for forensic science 

FIGURE 7  

 

LEGEND : This figure represents the marital status and the income of the respondents with the 

question of awareness about forensic geomorphology.  

FIGURE 8  

 

LEGEND: This figure represents the perspective of age and educational qualification of the 

respondents with the question of whether Forensic geomorphology is useful for collecting 
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forensic evidence.  

III. RESULTS  

Figure 1: From this graph we can understand that the age of 21-30 has the most responses for 

the survey. Figure 2: From this graph we can understand the graduate respondents were the 

most answered to the survey. Figure 3: From this graph we can understand that the respondents 

with the income of 30000-40001 are the most responded to the survey. Figure 4: From this 

graph we can understand that the male respondents were the most responded to the survey. 

Figure 5: From this graph we can understand that the single respondents were the most 

responded in the survey. Figure 6: From this graph we can understand that above 50 aged 

respondents who had the salary of 30001-40000 responded that they agree forensic 

geomorphology is useful for forensic science. Figure 7: From this graph we can understand that 

single respondents with the salary of 30001-40000 responded that they were aware of forensic 

geomorphology. Figure 8: From this graph we can understand the respondents who were aged 

above 50 who had doctorate education said that forensic geomorphology is used for collecting 

forensic evidence.  

IV. SUGGESTION  

From this paper we can understand that forensic geomorphology is used for forensic evidence 

and the respondents were aware of forensic geomorphology. There should be more laws 

regarding the forensic geomorphology report as evidence in the court of law.  

(A) Limitation:  

The Questions were not asked to the forensic experts about forensic geomorphology.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In the realm of forensic wisdom, the operation of topography has surfaced as a potent tool, 

revolutionising the way we probe and understand felonious cases. The intricate interplay 

between natural geographies and mortal conditioning creates a wealth of information that 

forensic geomorphologists adroitly decrypt. As we conclude our disquisition of this dynamic 

field, we find ourselves at the convergence of wisdom, justice, and nature. Forensic topography 

is a discipline predicated in the abecedarian principles of geology and topography. It delves into 

the intricate connections between Earth’s face processes, geomorphology, and mortal 

conditioning, furnishing a unique lens through which to view the scenes of crimes. Over the 

past decades, this field has evolved and progressed, thanks to advancements in technology, 

interdisciplinary collaboration, and a growing body of exploration. One can not overdo the part 
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of technology in shaping the geography of forensic topography. The arrival of LiDAR( Light 

Discovery and Ranging) technology, high-resolution satellite imagery, and Geographic 

Information Systems( Civilians) has elevated the perfection and effectiveness of 

geomorphological analyses. These tools have transcended the boundaries of traditional 

fieldwork, enabling experts to nearly anatomize geographies, identify subtle changes, and 

construct accurate digital terrain models. The integration of technology has not only expedited 

examinations but also bolstered the credibility of geomorphological substantiation in 

courtrooms. The interdisciplinary nature of forensic topography stands as another hallmark of 

its success. Collaboration between geoscientists, forensic experts, law enforcement agencies, 

and legal professionals has fostered a synergistic approach to crime scene analysis. 

Geomorphologists bring their moxie in terrines, deposition transport, and geological processes 

to the table, enhancing the investigative process. This community between disciplines ensures 

that geomorphological findings are seamlessly integrated into felonious examinations, 

contributing to further comprehensive and informed decision-timber. Also, the elaboration of 

forensic topography reflects the profound impact of environmental enterprises and conservation 

sweats. Beyond abetting in felonious examinations, topography has set up applicability in cases 

related to ecological crimes, niche preservation, and disaster response. The field isn't simply 

about working crimes; it's about understanding the intricate connections between humans and 

the terrain, eventually contributing to the preservation of our earth. Forensic topography has 

endured significant growth in public mindfulness and engagement. High-profile cases that 

prominently featured geomorphological substantiation have piqued the interest of the public, 

casting a limelight on this preliminarily niche field. This newfound attention has led to lesser 

scrutiny, but it has also underlined the need for clear ethical guidelines and responsible practices 

in geomorphological examinations. Ethical considerations can not be overlooked as we reflect 

on the part of forensic topography in the felonious justice system. The use of this discipline 

occasionally involves land disturbance for investigative purposes. Striking the balance between 

the pursuit of justice and environmental preservation is an ongoing challenge. It calls for ethical 

guidelines that prioritise the responsible operation of topography while esteeming the saintship 

of natural geographies. Within the legal environment, forensic topography has made significant 

strides. Legal precedents are arising that set norms for the admissibility and trustability of 

geomorphological substantiation in court. The elaboration of this justice glasses the 

development of the field itself, with courts feting the value of geomorphological perceptively 

in establishing data, demonstrating occasion, and eventually icing justice. The significance of 

time frames in geomorphological examinations can not be exaggerated. Geomorphologists 
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study geographies as dynamic realities, shaped by processes that unfold over time scales ranging 

from seconds to glories. Understanding the temporal dimension of geomorphological 

substantiation is pivotal for reconstructing once events directly. Literal geomorphological 

analyses have proven inestimable in cases that involve long-term environmental changes, literal 

land use patterns, or archaeological examinations. As we blink into the future of forensic 

topography, several trends are poised to shape its line. Technological advancements will 

continue to push the boundaries of what's possible. More sophisticated LiDAR systems, AI- 

driven analysis tools, and remote seeing technologies will enhance the perfection and speed of 

geomorphological examinations. Digital forensics will decreasingly intertwine with 

geomorphological analyses, as investigators harness the power of data to unravel complex 

felonious mystifications. The emulsion of digital and physical substantiation in a 

geomorphological environment will demand new skill sets and interdisciplinary collaboration 

between experts in computer wisdom and geosciences. Climate change is another potent force 

that will impact the field of forensic topography. As global temperatures rise and rainfall 

patterns come more erratic, geographies are being reshaped in ways that could impact the 

preservation and exposure of forensic substantiation. Forensic geomorphologists will play a 

vital part in understanding and conforming to these changes, icing that justice can still be served 

in a fleetly evolving natural world. The ever- expanding operations of forensic topography 

beyond traditional felonious examinations will continue to gain traction. Cases involving 

ecological crimes, natural disasters, and land- use controversies will decrease on 

geomorphological analysis. This broader compass reinforces the applicability and significance 

of geomorphological moxie in contemporary society. Training and education in forensic 

topography will become more technical and accessible. The need for well- trained 

geomorphologists, forensic experts, and legal professionals who can navigate the nuances of 

this field will grow. devoted programs and coffers will crop to meet this demand, fostering a 

new generation of experts. In the end, forensic topography stands as a testament to the 

remarkable community between nature and mortal inquiry. This field exemplifies how the 

geological processes that shape our earth can also unveil the variety behind felonious acts. It 

reflects the ceaseless hunt for justice, the grim march of technology, and the dateless beauty of 

Earth’s geographies. The trip of forensic topography is marked by its growth, its ethical 

challenges, its legal recognition, and its expanding part in our ever- changing world. As we 

conclude this disquisition, we're reminded that the geographies we study tell stories — stories 

of crime and justice, stories of environmental change, and stories of mortal imagination. In 

forensic topography, we find a remarkable convergence of wisdom, law, and nature, and it's a 
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convergence that promises to shape the future of examinations and our understanding of the 

world around us. 

***** 
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